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Problem Statement PhD

A. Design Process for More:
1. Guiding principles
2. Analysis of structure/stakeholders
3. Analysing interaction

B. Design Methodology for More:
1. Content
2. Representation
3. Implementation
   - Focus on inclusiveness of methodology itself

Challenges to Integrate User Input into the Design Process

- Diversity of preferences, experiences & (dis)abilities
- Own experience & knowledge

GAP THEORY – PRACTICE

Challenges to Translate Available User Input into an Actual Design Project

Design Process for More: Supports the architect to imply inclusive user input into the design project.

Research Methodology

- Literature Study
- Questionnaire with architects
- Workshop with architects
- Case study in architectural practice
- Interviews stakeholders
- Case studies design processes
- Literature Study

PhD Track

More Info? elke.ielegems@uhasselt.be

Detail of the Design Process:
- Designing a handrail in the bathroom
- Analysing process structure

Design Process for More

ANALYSIS:
Design and building process of the UD Living Lab - Hasselt
Work in progress

More Info? elke.ielegems@uhasselt.be